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O. The linguistic expanse which Suttles (1951:6) has aptly 

called Straits Salish (St) has a superficial uniformity that 
might suggest little profit in the application of the comparative 
method. But careful study of the details sho'o'ls that it is indeed 
profitable and that Proto-Straits Salish (PSt) emerges as quite 
different from any of its descendants. l 
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For the purposes of exposition here we shall name speech 

norms in terms of severa.l local groups: Clallam (CI), aboriginally 
spoken by peoples along the north shore of the Olympic Peninsula 

from Clallam Bay to Port Discovery; Sooke (So), used by peoples 
across the Strait of Juan de Fuca on the facing southwest shore 
9f Vancouver Island; Songish (Sg), whose speakers wintered 
around the area of modern Victoria but travelled across IIaro 
Strait to the west shore of San Juan and Henry Islands for 
seasonal gathering; S~anich (San), the speech of peoples utilizing 
the shores of the Saanich Peninsula and,neighboring Saltspring, 

Hayne, Stuart, and Sidney ISlands; Lummi (Lm), covering both the 
speech of the Lummi proper, using roughly the northeastern half 

of the San Juan Islands and the mainland shore near Bellingham, 

and that of the Semiahmoo around Boundary Bay from Point Roberts 

to Birch Bay; and, just off the mainland to the south, Samish 

(Sam), whose speakers dominated a cluster of islands around 
Samish and Guemes Islands. 

1. Systematic sound correspondences in Straits are for the 

most part simple and straightforward. In fact, most consonants 

correspond to their phonological sames throughout, after the 
pattern CI p : Lm p : San p : Sg p : Sop, etc. But comparison 
reveals a number of phonological (as well as some. grammatical) 
features that separate Clallam from the rest of the complex; 

these remaining dialects will be referred to collectively as 
Northern Straits (NSt). This split assumes the proportions 
of a language boundary. 

1.1. The two most obvious phonological innovations 
shared by Northern Straits are the development of Proto-Straits 

stressed *G to a low back vowel, more or less rounded in 
different environments (examples 1, 2), merging with certain 

'" reflexes of PSt *a; and the fronting (and sometimes raising) 
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of PSt *" a in other environments (examples 3, 4) • PSt *u 
and *a are thus split in these dialects. 

( 1) Cl sui Lm So soi Sa Sg sal way 
( 2) Cl x\JUI) Lm SO ~\JOI) San Sg ~\JaI) weep . 
( 3) Cl ~aiaI) NSt AeiaI) sal tel) 
( 4) Cl ~a~ NSt xe~ rough 2 lVindrl stormr . 

1.2 A third innovation is shared by all the northern 
dialects except Samish: PSt *c reduced to a simple spirant 
(examples 5, 6), for the most part merging with reflexes of 
PSt *s, except following old stressed vowel in syllable codas, 
where the occlusion is still sholVn in Lummi, at least, by 
? preceding the modern spirant (examples 7, 8). (The details 
of development in the Canadian dialects are not fully under
stood at this time.) 

( 5) Cl can Sam can Lm San Sg So san I - (Is t sg. enclitic) 
(6) C1 cay(a)s Sam ce1as " So seyas " Lm San Sg se1as hand 
( 7) Cl ?eI)ac Lm So ?eI)a?s San ?aI)a?s ~ive it to me 
( 8) C1 stack\Ji Lm ste?sk\Ji So steskW(a)i San Sg steskWal 

back 

Samish, for \vhich we unfortunately have only scanty data, 
apparently follows the northern dialects in the first t\vO 
developments, sholving the same vowels that are characteristic 
of neighboring Lumnli; it has, however, retained the plain 
affricate c. Insufficient data make it impossible to see 
whether it may resemble Clallam in any other respects, but 
that appears unlikely. It seems most reasonable to assume 

that the *c > s development had spread through most of the 
northern dialects but had not yet reached Samish. (We shall 
not attempt further consideration of Samish in this study. 
Statements about Northern Strait~ are to be construed tentatively 
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to include Samish except for cases involving the development 

of PSt *c.) 

1.3. A fourth innovation affects ClallaLl and also Sooke, 

the most southwesterly of the northern dialects: original 

*1 has been converted to y (9, 10), in certain positions 

further vocalized to i (II, 12). 

(9) Cl ?a?yel') So 

(10) Cl So y~kWf 

(11) Cl ci?aql So 

yesterday 

? e?yel) 

Lm 18k wf 
ci? eql 

Lra San Sg ? e? leI') house 

San SeT 
<> 

l@kwe~ rib 

Lm cel?eql San Sa 
v ~ 

b celeq81 

(12) Cl kWin(e)ti So kWlnti Lm San Sg kWlntel fight 

1.4. A change of more recent date separates Saanich from 

the other dialects: Saanich has converted earlier :':e to e. 

( 13) San seam? Cl scUm? Lm So stom? Sg staLl? bone 
(14 ) San ' ~ , Cl ' ~ , , ~ , 

So-
, ~ , 

cradle pa8es pucs Lm So paces paces 
.0 

basket 

(15 ) San 
,~ , 

s8a81e? Cl selIeia? Lm stotle? So (s)eotle? leaf 
(16 ) San 

~ , 
ne8e? Cl n8tu? Lm Sg So n8te? one 

There are also a number of forns in which Saanich unglottalized 

8 corresponds to Clallam and Samish c and to s in the 

other dialects (17-19), but the correspondence is sporadic, 

and there are cases where forms with 8 are in competition 

with forms having s (e.g., 20, and see also later 28), still 

others where only s is found (5, 6, 8, 21-24). 

(17) San 88y?eqWt Cl c8y?eqWt Lm s~yeqWt So Sg s~y?eqWt 

di& 
~ ~ ; -' 

(18) San 8al') Cl CUI') Lm So sol') Sg sal') . £0 up mvay from 
water 
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( 19) 

( 20) 

San 81?8ei Cl c1ci Lm So s1?si Sg sf?sei high 
, , , , , 

San 8a8en, sasen Cl cucen Lm So sosen Sg sasen 
mouth 

(21) San s?ases Cl s?acs Lm s?oss So s?os(e)s Sg s?ases 

face 
(22) San sesu? Cl cacu? Lm So sesu? beach 

(23) San se?, see?) Cl ca? Lm So se?, se future 
particle 

( 24) San sees 'v 'v Cl cacc Lm Sg So secs uncle, aunt 

Apparently the cha~ge C > e occurred under the stimulus 
of Cowichan (Cw) Halkomelem, where Proto-Salish (PS) *t.> e. 
But it was a thoroughgoing change, affecting all cases of 
PSt *t, whatever their origin--i.e., whether they were from 
PS *t or from PS *k. This is shown by forms in which 
Saanich has e where Halkonelem (HI) dialects have rather t . 

from PS *k (e .• g., leaf (15) and ~ (16), cited above; cf. 
Cw stale? and neta?). The situation with e is more complex. 
It appears that it may have begun under the stimulus of the 
e development, but at a time when PSt *c was also developing 
to s in pre-Saanich, since there are the forms where only 

s is found, and the forms .vi th competing e and s. On the 
other hand it must have preceded the merger with reflexes 
of PS *s and *x, because none of those cases were affected. 
Note that there are four origins for s in Saanich, as in 
Northern Straits. generally (except Samish). Table 1 summarizes 
these developments from Proto-Salish for the different 

1a~guages. 
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PS PSt Cl LmzSgzSo San CweHl) 

*k *' 
, , e c c c c 

*' *l::. 
, , 8 e c c c 

*k *c c s s,e c 

*c *c c s s,e e 
*x *s 

..., 
s s s s 

*s *s s s s s 

Table 1. 

Presumably PSt *c was first fronted to an affricate of the t e 

type, subsequently losing the stop component, parallel to *c > s 

in other dialects - -and, probab ly, in competing fashion wi thin 

Saanich~ ~ is still, in both Halkomelem and Saanich, usually 

an affricate. (A new plain affricate tEl in both languages 

seems to have developed from a sequence *t8 parallel to c 

ln Lummi, Songish and Sooke from *ts.) 

To summarize, it seems likely that this acquisition 

of slit spirants by Saanich is a rather recent development 

reflecting the complex social relations between the Saanich 

and their neighbors, the Cowichan. The Saanich-speaking 

comr.:uni ty has long been integrated wi th a num.ber of Cowichan

speaking families in an especially clese relationship and 

there are very feli Saanich speakers who do not als 0 know 

Cowichan, while the converse is not true. Saanich forms 

with interdentals, then, probably reflect the spread of 

the interdental changes from neighboring Halkomelem into 

Saanich. This affected all cases of PSt *l::., converting them 

to San~. At this time, however, Saanich had perhaps developed 

a free alternant s in ferms containing PSt *c--i.e., there 

would have been many forms with sand c in free variation. 

Speakers who were adopting the *l::. > e change, and influenced 

in parallel fashion by the *c > e change which was presumably 

unoer way at the same period in neighboring I-Ialkomelem l 

may reasonably have substituted B for c in this alternation 
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pattern, yielding 6 '" s. T\e competition has then been 

resolved in favor of the e-forms in some cases, in favor 

of the s-forms in others. If this history is correct, it 

would seem to lend support to Wang's (1969) Lotion of a change 

spreading gradually through a lexicon and leaving an irregular 

~hift pattern when DeBting a competing change. 

For those Saanich speakers who use CO~'i'ichan extensively 

there is doubtless reinforcement of the related a-forms 

in Cowichan; in similar fashion s-forms in Saanich 1-!ould 

probably be reinforced by parallel c-forms in Cowichan. 

HO;'lever, there are a numb er of Saanich words which are in 

conflict with these apparent Halkomelem i~fluences; e.g., 

(18) San 8aI'), cf. C\'l caam go up away from Na ter; (::'9) San 

e1 7 8;:>! ".. sl?sa1, cf. Cw clc01 high; on the other ha!ld (21) 

San s?asas, cf. Cw s?aSas face; (24) San sees, cf. Cw 
.-

cepe uncle, aunt. 

1.5. The fundamental language split is further character

ized by a less obvious develo~ment: the northern dialects 

simplify original consonant clusters more drastically than 

Chl..lla:n.. Many of the clusters observable in all the modern 

dialects have resulted from the loss of earlier unstressed 

vowels. Time has not yet permi tted a full study of the 

treatment of criginal clusters, and more extensive material 

will be necessary before this is possible. However, a few 

examples can be cited: 

(25) CI ?acitaYI')(a)xW Lm San Sg ?a1telI')axw So ?alteYI')axw 

person l Indian 
(26) Cl n(a)cxWkW~s Lm caxwkwas San 8ax wk was Sg caxwkwas 

CX wk w8S So CX wkw8S twenty 

(27) CI I')ascan? Lm Sg Dasan San I')asan? So I')8Ssan(?) 

louse 

( 28) C 1 s c a q i? Lm So s a q i ( ? ). S an a a q i? 'V S a q i ? S gsa q i ? 

. sockeye salmon 
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(29) Cl -aw?tx W Lm -e\'l?x W 

establishr.lent 

(30) Cl ca?kWsisa? L~ cekWlsa? San 8ekWsolse? Sg 

cekWeise? So cakWise? seventy 

A related matter is the tendency for glottal stop to 

disappear in syllable codas. This is an exceedingly complex 

matter, which again needs further study. For the Doment 

we may exeElp1ify s traigh tforwarcl cas es '\-,-,here ? is los t or 

optionally lost in codas. Note 27, 28, and the following 

examples: 

(31) Cl sca?hl~lan animal's backbone Lm scam~ian backbone 

San s~~malen Sg scamaian So scem~lan fish backbone 

(32) C1 sca?ci?ay?l Lm scaci?el?i (no San Sg So forms 

e1icitable) child, youngster 

(33) C1 ha?h~?i Lm hah~?i So heh~?i? San Sg heha?i? alone 

( 34) 

( 35) 

CI So kWaxWi?DaxW Lm San Sg kWexwalDax w 

CI sina?c~yl Lm siana~~oi San siana~&ai 
v,. . 

So sianacoyai pre-teen glrl 

ashes 
v,. 

Sg slanacalal 

(36) CI la?t~qWaD Lm So lat~qWaD Sg iataqWoD boili~ 

(37) CI lca?yacan 
, ,. v 

saw Lm Sg icalecan cross-cut saw San 
). /v 

it:Jalec811 d ' /v saw use to cut bottom of tree So icayecan 

cross-cut saw 
(38) CI pqWe~an? 

(39) CI qWi~?i? 
Lm San Sg So pqWe~an sand 

Lm qWl~?al(?) San qWia?al(?) 

So qWi~?i? camas 

(40) CI S4W~Di? Lm S4W~Di(?) 

(41) CI sa?~~?ii Lm se~~l?i 

sib ling 

San Sg s4 WaDi? 

San Sg sa~al?l 

So S4W~Di? head 

non-adult younger 

Some Northern Straits speakers tend to drop all coda glottal 

stops, even in stressed syllables. In most cases the preceding 

vowel is at least weakly laryngealized, although this is very 
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difficult to perceive in allegro speech. This sounds similar to 
the si tuation in upriver IIalkomelem dialects. In our material 
women informants retained far more glottal stops than men, but 
there is not always material from both men and women in the same 
dialect and in any case the number of informants is too small 
~o provide conclusive evidence that this constitutes a difference 
between men's and women's speech. It may well be that this inno
vation began in the northeastern part of the dialect complex, 
near river Halkomelem, and is in the process of spreading. 

2. The vowels, of course, show the most complex interrela
tionships. The regular development of stressed vowels is as 
sho\'m in Table 2; for examples see earlier ci ted forms as indi
cated. 

PSt Cl Lm So San ~ ExamEle Numbers 

*< < < < < < 12, 19 J. J. J. J. J. J. 

*"" "" '" "" "" "" 1, 2, 13-15, 18, 20, 31, u u 0 0 a a 
33, 35, 36, 39-41 

*"" ". " 
,. 

"" 
,. 

3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 22, 24, a a e e e e 
25, 32, 37 

*" 
,. ,. ,. ,. ,. 

1O, 16, 17, 26-28, 34, 38 9 9 9 9 9 9 

Table 2. Regular Development of Stressed VOivels. 

The reflexes of PSt *{i are basically rounded in Lmmni and 
Sooke, unrounded before y; but they are basically unrounded 
in Saanich and Songish, rounded in the neighborhood of 
rounded consonants. (It should be noted that the vowel 
written a in Clallam is rather different from those written 

~ in Songish and Saanich: it is generally a frontish central 
vowel, with frequent front variants following palatals. 
Between rounded postvelars backer variants appear, sometimes 
\vi th rounding. Less frequent rounded reali za tions occur 
occasionally following rounded front velars, bu~ not precedlng. 
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2.1. Clallam has a minor deviation from this general 

pattern in having developed a lowered high front vowel (here 

written ~) before' in stressed syllables. (This ~ is 

much higher than and bears no relation to the low front 

vowels 'Hi tten ~ in the northern dialects. If it were not 

for some cases where earlier *? has been lost and other 

cases where forms have corne into the language with f before 

?, this would sin~ly be an automatic alternant of Clallam 
< 
1. A similarly lcweted vowel occurs sporadically representing 

u before " but nothing has occurred to.phonologize this 

varian t.) 

(42) in all dialects ?flan eat; Cl ?~?l8n NSt'l?l8n 

eating 

San lSl?qW cut on the head 

2.2. However, there are numerous etymologies where we find 

different correspondences of stressed vCl.vels. Correspondin6 to 

Clallam i the northern dialects sometimes show the low back vowel 

rather than the low front vowel, and in some stems we find mor

phophonemic alternation of the two. These sets must also involve 

Proto-Straits *i, but special conditions have prevented the 

normal development to a loVl front vowel. 

2.21. In SOQe cases comparative evidence and internal re

construction reveal that a kind of umlaut is involved. H'3re 

Prote-Strai ts *3: was rounded before a follmving rounded vowel, 

which Clallam displays in a number of forms. In the northern 

dialects the corresponding vowel often appears in related words, 

where it has been preserved under stress. In the follmving 

examples note the consistent u in Clallam; (46) and (48) are dimi

nutives of (47) and (49) respectively. (SO) and (51) are resultive 

and causative £o:-ms from the same root. HeTe we observe evi

dence, too, of shifting stress patterns. 
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( 44) Clnacu? Lm So noee? Sg nae~? San nae~? 
person 

(45) (1 s~Wayu? 

reef net 

one 

(46) Cl spa?pacu? Lm (J) So sp~poc~? San sp~pacG? 
Sg (~O spRp~ca small basket 

cf. (47) Cl spc~? Lm So sp~o? San Sg spca? water-tight 
basket 

(48) Cl s~wakWatu? Lm s~wGkWote? 
'we )~W" ? sk a K ota ~ 

'W 'w" San Sg sk ek ate? So 

cf. (49) Cl s~Wt~? Lm skW(e)to? 'W " So sk to? 'W " San Sg sk ta? 
raven 

(SO) Cl ?a-?a?met (Cl has a reduplicative prefix) Lm So 
? "? n ?"? " o mat .,an Sg a m~t seated; San ?e?a?mat little 
child sitting down 

cf. (51) Cl ?em~ttxW Lm So ?enottxW San $g ?amattx W seat 
him 

In other cases we recognize in umlauted forms the unstressed 
variants of suffixes which appear elsewhere under stress with 
the rounded vmvel. Broader comparative evidence can also fur
nish confirrr.ation. Item (21) is repeated here for convenience: 

(21) Cl s?~cs Lm s?oss So s?os(e)s San Sg s?ases face. 

This probably involves the suffix -(e)s face, whic\ 
appears in its stressed alternant in (52); cf. also 
Pg Sq Nk s?acus. 

( 52) Cl W' " nex cs-us-tel) Lm SO W' " nGX cs-os-tel) Sg we " nax s-as-teI) 
w' " San nex 8s-as-tel) ~et hit in face 
... 

-olas " So " [again the ( 53) Cl - ay~)s Lm San Sg -ales -oyes 
suffix -eels face] (cf. also Pg -aIus) eles 2 aEEear-
anee, color 
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The details of conditioning for umlaut vary with the dialect. 

Lummi seems to show the most extensive effects of rounding. In 

the other northern dialects the umlaut seams to be blocked if 
I more than a single consonant intervenesb~tween the *a and 

the following *u. In the following examples we recognize 

the reflexive suffix, which comllonly lends a notion become, 

_ get to be ... ; it appears in stresseu form as Cl -cut, Lm So 

-sot, San Sg -sat. 

(54) ( 55) ( 56) (~7) (cf. 4) (58)(cf.3) 

dark get dark £etting dark get storml get sal-i:l 

Cl iae faect iaiect ~a~ct ~i~1I)8ct 
iee ioest 

... v ... , 
~iOI)8st Lm ioicst x01test . 

Sg iee ieeset ieieeset ~e~set ~ieI)?set 
(prob.actual) 

So iee "'v iecst ieiest ~e~st 
San iee ieeset ieieeset ~e~set ~ieI)8set 

picked (over) ,salted 
PSt *iae ~:iaecut *iaiaecut *xa~cut *~aiaI)cut .. 

The stem salt(y) also appears in a word with a suffix which 

should be reconstructed *-aicu water, liquid, which recurs, 

for example, in Cl efwaic spit, and presumably is related 

to the element -1:e in Sq ifweic spit, tqWaie marshl land 

(cf. Kuipers 1967:326-7): 

(59) Cl ~iaic Lm ~iois So ~lels San Sg ~ieise salt water 

The actual aspect infix -?- seems not, however, to create a 

cluster that blocks umlaut in these dialects. Thus seated 

(50) shows the expected umlaut, despite the following -?m

cluster, and there is no form to which this could be analogical. 

(The laryr..geals in actual fOYIilS are troublesome phonologically. 

In forms of this shape the northern dialects show variation 

between? followed by a resonant, and glottalized or laryngealized 
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resonants. For this and other reasons glottalized/laryngealized 

resonants Qay need to be recognized as separate entitles 
2 in Straits speech. J 

2.22. There remain a number of etymologies where some or 

kll Northern Straits langua~es show low back vowels correspond

lng to Clallam ~. and yet there seems to be no clear evidence 

that umlaut is ~nvolved. Rounded velars are present in the 

environment, and it would be natural to assume that these 

elements are responsible. The problem 1s that there are con

flicting examples where we find the regular e despite rounded 

velars in the environment. 

One fact seems clear: e <ioes not appear preceding rounded 

postvelars in any form. On the other hand, there are a number 

of etymologies in which low back vowels correspond to Clallam 

~ before a rounded postvelar. (Several cases involve resultive 

forms which we know must have contained Such forms usually 

show NSt " e. but before rounded postvelars we find rather 
" " a or o. Even where Clallam cognates are lacking these furnish 

further evidence of the pattern. In some cases the root is 

well attested in Clallam, and the resultive form probably 

exists, but simply has not been elicited.) 

(60) CI ~&qWi Lm So ~SqWi San Sg ~&qWai 
(6) Cl V"'~J V"?'W v"'W V"?'W 1 caq aD, ca q aD Lm coq aD, co q aD 

~&?4WaD sweat, sweating 

afire. bUTning 

San ~aqWaD, 

(62) Cl ~i¥waD, ~i?~Wa~ Lm So ~SfwaD' ~S?~Wa~ San Sg 

~&fWaD, C&?fW aD melt: melting 
(63) Cl s&qW aD Lm So sSqWaD Sg s&qW aD San e&qWa~ sweet 

(64) Lm So nSqWi San Sg n&qWai (no Cl cognate) asleep 

(65) Lm tSqWi Sg tiqWai tight; So ?astSqWl San st&qWal 

tightened (no Cl cognate) (cf. Cl tqW-fkWsaD Eack up, 

San So tqW~t tighten, Sg t~qWtaD they are tightening it) 
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In position following rounded postvelars PSt *a is rare. Of 
, 

the etymologies in the material, three (66-68) show northern e, 

and one (69) shows ~ except for a variant with 6 in Lummi. Only 

one (70) shows predominantly the northern low back vowel, and in 

this case, too, Lummi has a variant with e. 

dialect 
(66) Cl (Elwh~ q\.la?8n (S) NSt q\.l~?Em '" q'W~?8n mosquito 

(67) Cl sf'Was8m NSt sf'W~sam soapberry 
(68) Cl q\.lay Lm San Sg q'Wel So q'W ey talk (and note 

that actual aspect of the same stem, placing *a between 
rounded postve1ars, yields Lm q'W oq \.l8l So q'Wo(?)q'Wi(?) 

San q'Waq'Wal? talking) 

(69) C1 ?8n8q'Way Lm n8q\.ley '" naq\.loy San Sg So naq\.ley 

yellow, pale 
(70) San sq\.la181 Sg ?8sq\.lal?8i So ?asq'Woy?8i Lm 

?8sq \.lo181 ~ ?asq\.lelai It's cooked (cf. Cl q\.leY8D barbe-
''W'' b b ''W''l b b cue Lm San q alaD ar ecue Sg sq a aD ar ecue on a 

s tick So q 'W ey cooked San q \.Ie 1 barb ecued) 

Circumstances are likewise rare which place *a between two 
, 

rounded front velars. Three cases show northern e between rounded 
, 

front velars, but all have Lummi variants with o. 

( 71) 
, \.I" , \.I 

So' k ek i? 
l;> 

, w" , 'W ,,, , \.I 
Lm k ek i '" kWok i (no Cl 

cognate available) hungry 
San sk'W e?k W8l? Lm (72) So ?askwelc'Wi? 

? esk Wo?k we 1 (M) hidden, ?esk\.le?k W81? tx 'W He's got it hidden 

(exact C1 equivalent unavailable, but cf. C1 kWayi hide, 
kWu?k\.la?wi play hide and seek 

and Sq ?8sk Wak Way? in hiding, 
(73) Cl ?eskWakWi? Lm ?as'Wo~Wi? 

Sg So ?eskW~?kWi? pregnant 

So kWkWe?i? It's hiding 

hidden) 
'" ?askWe'wi 

One further case (74) shows Lummi 6 without variation, but 

e in the other northern dialects. Finally, one etymology 
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(75) shows a low back vowel in all dialects. (Again exact 
cognates are not always available in Clallam, but general 

patterning shows that *a is to be expected.) 

(74) Cl ?asxWa?xWkW drunk, ?asxWaxwakwi crazy; Lm 
?asxWaxw~kWtaQ drunk, ?asxW~?xWkW silly, foolish, 
?asxWaxw~xwf(w simple-minded, silly; Sg ?asxWe?xWakW 

crazy, silly, ?asxWaxWe?kWtaQ drunk; San sxwaxwekWtaQ 
he's drunk, sxWe?xWakW misbehaving (xWkWetaQ gone crazy); 
So ?asxW0xWe(?)kWt0Q drunk, ?esxWe?xWkW crazy 

(75) Lm ?esxWokwei San sxWakWgl Sg ?asxWakwai So ?esxW~kwi 
(all) pulled (up already) (cf. Cl xWkWat drag 

NSt xWkWet pull) 

Forms in Northern Straits with e either following or pre

ceding a rounded front velar or 1'1 are qui te common. We may 

cite a few examples here. 

( 76) Cl kWaceQ NSt kWeceI) ~ 
( 77) Cl skWaqeQ Lm Sg So skweaeI) . . flower 

( 78) Cl ,'" w cak t Lm So 
,,,. W 
cek t San eekWet Sg ,'" W cek et wash 

(79) Cl kWaten? rat 'w". , Lm k eten rat! mouse Sg So ' w". , 
k eten 

rat San kWeten mouse 
( 80) CI ~akwxen Lm So ~ekwxen San Sg ~ekW(e)~en ( tame) . . 

~oose 

( 81) CI ' w". L S 'w'" J. ". cx as m a Sg cx es earth oven cooking San ~xwes 
oven of rocks, etc. (to cook clams in) 

(82) Cl xWac Lm Sg So xWec San xWee-sen (with suffix -san 

leg, foot, which is common in expressions pertaining 
to the weather) stoE raining 

(83) CI caxwcxw Lm San Sg sexwsex w 

nature, 
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(84) Cl wa.? Lm we? accompany; San ",a?e~~m sing along 

with someone, Sg wa.?s8n help, accompany a singer, 

So wo?s8n id. (low back vowel from umlaut; suffix *-ucin 

mouth) 
(85) Cl ?a.wk w NSt ?€!\,&w belongings 

(86) Cl ~a.?wi? Lm San Sg ~e?wi? So ~e?wi(?) dish 

The northern low back vowels in some forms of (84) are the result 

of umlaut. Note also that labials (87-89) seem to have no special 

rounding influence. 

() "'k'W? k'w'" ? 1.1 'W"'? 87 Cl rna a graveyard, sm~ aY8 . grave; Lm x m8l8k e 18 

graves, graveyard; Sg mek W8? (M) hold funeral potlatch; 
""1.1 ? ""W? "'k'w"'? v k'W"'? So mek 8 grave; San mek 8 - me e, sm8l e 18 grave-

v "" w? v' 'W'? ) ('" , 1,.1 ? (yard) (cmek 8 - cmek e grave-digger; So s)mek 8 -
sm~kWe?Y8; Sg smekW~?, sm8k We?18 grave, graveyard 

(88) Cl spa?xW8D NSt spe?xW8D (lizht) fog 
''''? kW "? 1.1 ,,? ... 1.1 "? 1.1 (89) Cl pa 8 Lm San pe 8k - pe ek Sg So pe 8k ~ 

(for smoking) 

There are two etymologies in which all northern dialects 

have a low back vowel corresponding to Cl a. following a front 

velar. 

( 90) 

porpoise 

(91) Cl k Wan8D8t Lm So kWon8D8t San Sg k wa.n8D8t run 

In the first case borrowing is surely involved, presumably from 
'1.1'" , '1.1' ') 1 d IIalkomelem: Cw k aant (E) (cf. Sq k unut. T11e secon cas e, 

hmvever, is troublesome. It seems reasonable to suppose 

that umlaut is involved, but the conditioning *u must have 

been in the third syllable, because actual aspect forms 

sugges t the second v01vel goes back to *i! Cl k \J a?ne? D8t 

Lm kWanl(?)D8t San So kW8nl D8t running. The possibility 
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comes to mind that preceding kl.l may have acted together 

with following *u to foster retention of the back vowel 

in the nortll\~estern dialects. Unfortunately there is no 

evidence to confirm reconstruction of the AU. 

In addition, there are some cases where Proto-Straits *~ 

is reflected by a low back vowel adjacent to a rounded front 

velar in one or more of the dialects. In the absence of 

Clallam cognates the configuration of related words in 

northern dialects nevertheless assures development from 
.. . ". orlglnal ~a. 

So 
(93) Lm ?8SXI.l~y?8i - ?8sxI.l6y?8i 

?8sxl.laY8i So ?8sxI.l6Y?8i awake 

overturned, spilled 

San sxl.laY(?)8i Sg 

(94) Lm ?8skl.l~si San skl.las8i Sg ?8skl.las8i So 

?8sk W6si counted 

(95) Lm p~kl.l8t smoke fish So ?8s p6kl.li smoked 

(cf. Cl San Sg p~kl.l8D sreoking So p~kI.l8D? id. Lm 

p~kl.l8D smoke, dust is spreading) 
'''' 1.1 '''' 1.1 '''' \J (96) Cl pak 8D Lm pok 8D So pek 8D float; Cl 

, ,,,, \J ,,,, 1.1 , ,,,, 1.1 , ,,,, 1.1 
pa?pa?k 8D? Lm pe?k aD San p8pek 8D Sg p8pe?k aD 

, ''''k w ? f· ''''kw '''kl.l So p8pe- 8D loatlng; Cl pa- t Lm pe- at make float, 

bring to surface; Lm pe?kl.lal come to surface and start 

to float; San spakl.l8i afloat 

2.23. Out of these conflicting data some pattern does 

emerge, however. It seems likely that by a time we may 

designate Proto-Northern-Straits, *~ must have been rounded 

in environments containing rounded elements--that is, (a) 

\'vherever the immediately preceding element was a rounded 

(post)velar (including w), (b) wherever any of these rounded 

consonants followed directly or was separated from *a only 

by glottal stop, or (c) wherever the vowel of the following 
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syllable was rounded. (We cannot, of course, be certain 
of the phonetic qualities involved, but such a rounding of *a 

seems to explain the modern facts most naturally ani!. reasonCib1y.) 
It was, then, only the remaining--unrounded--ref1exes of 
Proto-Strai ts *a that ~vere fronteu, at a somewhat later 
time, to e. In the Northern Straits dialect continuum as 
a whole these low back rcunded vowels retained their back 
quality before rounded postvelars, but a split developed 
between east and west in their subsequent treatm~nt in other 
positions. 

In the east, Lummi retained 10\-; back rounded vowels 
also (at least optionally) when they were followed in the 
next syllable by a rounded vowel (cf. 44-46, 48, 50, 52, 53, 
55-59) or wh~n they were bracketed by rounded consonants 
(cf. 71-75). In other circumstances these velvels tended 
to unround, then participating in the fronting shift. These 
changes probably proceeded via variation in individual forms, 
sone of which is still observable (e.g. 69, 70, 93). (Possibly 
a similar variation may have begun to affect vowels 
between rounded front velars as well, but the observable 
cases are also likely candidates for analogical spread of 
e . from related r .. on-reduplicati ve forms; cf. 71-73.) 

In the wes t the condi tion for retention of the 101-1 
back vowels into r.l0d6Tn times (aside from the effects of 
a fol101ving rounded postvelar) seems to be a qui te different--
and rather myste-riolls--one: 
(44-46, 48, SO, 52, 53) these 
-(8)1 durative (cf. 92-96). 

except for cases of umlaut 
retentions precede the morpheme 
This morpheme, however, does 

not have any umlauting effect in stems not involving rounded 

conSO:1an ts; e. g. 

( 97) Cl ?<)5 tas i " , LIil So f<)stes1 
, 

San 5 tesal 

near, having approached 
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(98) ? ' , Sa ~slece1 o 

full 
(99) Cl ?as~~,1 Lm So ?es~~,1 Sg ?as~~fe± torn 

Earlier, in the analysis of Sooke (Efrat 1969:91) this morpheme 
~as assigned the un2erlying form -61 on the basis of an 

~ . k'~ n'l () . apparent stresseu occurrence ln en'o can see; lt now 
appears dou'b tful that this analys is is apI)ropria te- - this :[orm 
probably contains a different (unrelated) suffix -61, or 
possibly a stem k~en?o-. The lack of consistent umlaut before 
this suffix cas ts further doub t on the lil:elihocd of its 
having an underlying rounded vowel. (Note that in Lummi, 
~ .... here umlaut seems far more extensive than in the other 
northern dialects, this suffi.x is clearly not an umlauting 
suffix; cf. 94, 95.) What seems more likely is that there 
developed an association of 1m', back vOlvel wi th the durative 
suffix in stems containing a rounded consonant. This 
presumably came about because the duratives are a relatively 
small class of forms, and it happens that a number of them 
involve rounded postvelars in the position of C2 (e.g. 60, 
64, 65)--where they would regularly call for a preceding low 

back vowel to represent original *' in any case. At a time 
when variation presumably developed between low front and 
back vowels in these forms, this pattern could well have 
exerted an influence for favoring the back variant. 

Still another force seems clearly active in the west: 
in many forms where the back vowel would be expected, we 
find ~ instead. In many cases analogical creation may be 
suspected: they involve frequently associated forms in 
which there is no reason for retention of a back vowel. 
This is precisely the state of affairs with those cases 
where umlaut appears to have been blocked by excessive 
intervening material (e.g. 55-59), and -it may well be that 
analogy rather than original blocking is responsible. In 
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this connection we should note that there are some northwestern 

forms relating to (3) salt(y) and (58) get salty which do 
show umlaut: San sAlaI)es lightly salted, So AeloI)?es put 
salt on fish before hanging it up (both involving *-us face, 

outside surface). 
In any case, the tendency toward replacement of the 

.I' • • back vowels by e 1S strong 1n the west except in resultive 
forms. On the other hand all these changes except the 
analogical ones must have preceded the coalescence of the 
low back vowels from original *a with those from original *u: 
there are no instances in which a or 0 from original *~ have 
been fronted. 

3. We have outlined the main course of developments of 
consonants and stressed vowels in the Straits dialects; 
some residual problems are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Obvious are implications for the reconstruction 
vowels in Proto-Straits, -and the study of these 
to exploration of patterns of shifting stress. 

of unstressed 
• 

leads necessarily 
We hope 

to treat these matters in detail in a future paper. 
It seems worthwhile pointing out at this juncture that 

the understanding of the intricacies of developments in Straits 
Salish phonology have interest beyond the concerns of the 
Straits group itself. Neighboring Halkomelem has a very 
similar pattern of u-umlaut wIth a parallel fronting of earlier 
*a and lowering of earlier *~; it also retains 10l.y back reflexes 
of *a in certain rounded environments. 

The relative timing of vocalic changes would seem to 
be the same in Halkomelem as in Straits: first *a was rounded 
in rounded environments. This nondistinctive change probably 

-antedates both ProtoStraits and Proto-Halkomelem. At a later 

time, in Northern Straits and Halkomelem, all unrounded 
reflexes of *a wer~ fronted, dividing o!iginal *a into front 
and back (rounded) allophones. This stage must be later 
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than Proto-Straits because in modern Clallam a (which regularly 
represents PSt *~) has front allophones only following palatals. 
In HalkOlr.elem, however, all dialects were affected, so the 
tilting is unclear, except that it must have followed the 
development of rounded allophones. Probably in both Halkomelem 
and Northern Straits there immediately ensued a tendency 
to unround cas es of thes e low back vmvels in particular 
environments--presumably everywhere adjacent to rounded front 
velars except between them, and, very likely at a later 
time, after rounded postvelars. (This tendency apparently 
never reached the position directly before rounded postvelars.) 
Those unrounded vowels then participated in the continuing 
fronting shift. Finally, reflexes of original *u merged 
with the still rounded remainder of the low back vowels from 
original *~. It is not, of course, possible to say when 
the lowering of *u began, and qui te possibly a lowered back 
rounded vowel remained distinct for some time from the rounded 
reflexes of original *a, but it seems quite clear that this 
Inerger occurred after the fronting shift had claimed not 
only the reflexes of *~ l'lhich had never been rounded, but 
also those that were probably rounded and subsequently 
unrounded. Now, following this merger, Halkomelem, and 
Saanich and Songish show a continued tendency to unround 
Imv back vowels--both those from original *a and those 
from *u--but none of these seem to have merged with e. In 
Cowichan Halkomelem and in Saanich and Songish of the Straits 
complex the fronted low vowels (e) have generally been raised 
considerably, to a norm of mid front position, with some 
even higher variants. In the same dialects the other low 
vowels Ca) have been strongly centralized. The whole effect 
is that of a familiar clocklvis e vmvel shift. 

The great similarities of development and the geographic 
position of the dialects suggest the spread of innovations from 
a common center during the same general period. In fact, the 
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continuing fronting and raising of original *a and the accom

panying lm'lering and unrounding of original *u in a central 

bloc of dialects belonging to the two language complexes 

(Saanich and Songish of the Straits group and Cowichan of the 

IIalkomelem continuum) make it appear that those innovations 

began in those dialects, the original fronting of *a and 

lowering of *u having spread to adjacent dialects (Sooke and 

Lummi in Straits, mainland Halkomelem), but not yet the 

extreme raising of the front vowels or the general unrounding 

of the back vowels (further shifts in the central, innovating 

dialects). Pertinent phonetic details on the Nanaimo dialect 

of Halkomelem, north of Cowichan on Vancouver Island, are not 

available, but we might expect that it was not part of the 

central innovating bloc. 

As mentioned earlier, it also appears that the fronting of 

*a was beginning to affect neighboring Nooksack, where many 

forms show vacillation bet'ween front and central or back 

allophones; the lowering of *u, however, puts in no appearance 

there. This is in keeping with the relative timing of the 

two shifts in Halkomelem and Northern Straits. But obviously 

neither of these waves have reached either Squamish to the 

north or Puget Sound Salish to the south; nor, of course, 

have they reached Clallam. 

Considered against this background some individual cases 

are interesting. The Straits forms for porpoise (90) can only 

be explained as loans, and Halkomelem seems the only possible 

source. But the borrowing must have occurred fairly recently, 

because the Squamish form clearly indicates an earlier *kwunut. 

Lowering of the stressed vowel is regular in Halkomelem, and 

the long vowel in Cw lcwaant probably reflects a regular develop

ment, also (retention of open-syllable length in a syllable 

newly closed by loss of an unstressed vowel). It might at first 

seem that this \'las borrowed from a somewhat earlier stage of 

Halkonelem into Proto-Straits as something like *kwanut, where 
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r 
7 ..... ~"'o..c;;'h 

'p~ .. (.Q) 

it developed regularly 'vi th umlaut. But that \vould sugges t that 

the 100vering of *u occurred much earlier in Halkomelem than in 
Straits. If so, the fronting of *~ would have had to be still 
earlier, and we would be forced to recognize the Northern Straits 
clockwise vO\vel shifts as independent or at least rauch delayed. 
Such an explanation would also suggest a greater time depth 
for Halkomelem than for Straits. These notions seem clearly 
wro~g. Porpoise must have diffused at a later time, probably 
in a form something like *~W&nai, passing through Northern 
Straits dialects to Clallam; in all cases the modern forms can 
be as well explained in these terms as with a reconstructed 
PSt *~wanui. 

The Straits words for soapberry (68) also· present some 
interesting problems. The related words in the Interior languages 
regularly point to original *u in the stressed syllable (e.g. 
Thompson, Columbian, Spokan, Coeur d'Alene s~wusam, related to 
a root ~wus- to foam). And Sq s~wusm, Chilliwack (HI) 
s~wewsam, and Skagit (Northern Puget Sound Salish) as spoken 
in the Nooksack conmunity s~wusab, agree. But to the west 
and south the \'lords seem to reflect rather an earlier *a: 
Musqueam and Cowichan Halkomelem sxwesam, Straits forms 

~]. . 
as cited in ~, Puget Sound Salish dialects further south 
s~W&sab, Twana s~W&sam (according to Boas' comparative vocabulary); 
in Upper and Lower Chehalis s~was blackberry is perhaps kin. 
(For Nooksack both s~Wu?sam and s~wesam have been recorded, but 

not too much should be made of this apparent variation; all the 
people who remember some Nooksack also speak other languages of 
the area and are apt to be influenced by them; they are frank 
about their frequent uncertainty over the correct form of a 
Nooksack \"lord.) Unfortunately we have no forms in more 
northerly languages on the coast or in Tillamook that would 
clarify the extent of the a- and u-forms. 

The Squamish, Nooksack, and upriver Halkomelem forms 
with high back vocalics could easily reflect Interior influence; 
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the Nooksack community Skagit form with u scems clearly 
a borrowing from an adjacent dialect. Two different ablaut 
grades of an original root may be involved (Kuipers 1970:52-3 
suggests some other cases of *u/a ablaut). Whatever the 
origin of the two different vocalisms, 'the similari ty of 
'the Hords and their meaning (except for the Olyn:pic forms, 
lvhich are perhaps not related) in the various languages 
of the two blocs is striking--a pattern suggestive of 
diffusion. Too much should not be made of the similarity 
of form, however, because PS *~\J, *u, *a, and *s all exhibit 
a great deal of stab iIi ty. On the other hand, borrmving 
seems likely in Straits, where we find m in the suffix rather 
than expected I) (cf. Suttles 1965). And nmvhere on the 
Coast does there seem to be any association of the name 
for the fruit with a root meaning foam--or, in fact, with 
any extensively occurring root. [Kuipers (1969:86) cites 
s~\Jusm soapberry, ~wusum prepare soapberries, and refers 
to the root ~was, ~\Jes, as in ~Wastn fat, hardened grease 
and s~wes oil, liquid grease. The semantic connection 
between these t,vo sets of Ivords does not seem compelling.] 

The Northern Straits words (s~Wesem) can easily have 

been borrowed from Halkomelem, but for Clallan we would 
expect a source with a rather than e. Puget Sound could 
have been the donor, but presumably before *ril was replaced 
by b. (Actually, the same is true for T\vana, lvhere the 
modern form probably has -b; the form cited by Boas suggests 
this shift may have been quite recent, as do various other 
pieces of evidence. For the development of nasals to voiced 
stops in Puget Sound Salish and Twana, and further references 
on the topic, see Thompson and Thompson 1969.) 

One might be tempted to suggest that the a-forms arose 
as a result of the regular lmvering of PS *u in lIalkomelem, 
spreading then to Straits, Puget Sound" and THana (and possibly 

on to Olynpic languages), the a > e shift then catching 
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the form later in HalkoIi1elem and Northern Strai ts. (The 

upriver IIalkomelem form Hith ~w likely reflects Thompson 

influence in any case.) But, as we have seen, this would 

conflict with the facts of historical phonology in Halkomelem: 

it would require *li a to precede *a e. 
At the moment this is about as far as we can go Hith this 

etymology: at present the most reasonable guess is that the 

Straits forms go back to PSt *s~w~sam, which was probably a 

loan from a neighboring language at roughly that period. ~lore 

information of various kinds will hopefully make more precision 

possible, and we may eventually learn some interesting things 

about the diffusion of institutions like the use of the 

soapberry confection. 

These observations will perhaps point up the profitability 

of similar intimate phonological studies of Halkomelem and 

other dialect complexes. As more details are worked out on 

local developments in neighboring languages it should be 

possible to recognize more patterns of diffusion, Hhich should 

be stud.ied along with ethnographic evidence. All this is of 

course essential to establishing the linguistic history of the 

area. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1The collaboration on which this paper is based was made 

possible by National Science Foundation and Canada Council 

support, which brought the authors together at the Pacific 
.and Asian Linguistics Institute, University of Hrn~aii, during 
the winter and spring of 1970. National Science Foundation 

support has also made possible much of the collection of 
materials on the Straits dialects (as well as on many other 
Sa1ishan languages mentioned obliquely herein). The Canada 
Council has supported the collection of data on the Canadian 
side of the line. The American Philosophical Society likewise 

has supported some of the research and has made available 
manuscript materials from its Boas Collection. The University 
of Washington Graduate School Research Fund supported Mr. 
Thompson's early research on Lummi and Clallam. 

The material on Clallam and Lummi was collected by the 
Thompsons at various times since 1958. The material on Sooke, 

Saanich, and $ongish was collected by Efrat, beginning in 1963; 
she has also obtained a number of LUmIni forms for this paper 
in the recent period. Both Efrat and the Thompsons have 

collected material on Nooksack. We are also indebted to a 
number of other field researchers who have collected material 
on Straits dialects: where we have cited forms available only 

from these other sources we indicate this by a parenthesized 
initial, as indicated below. Duane Mylerberg (M) and Elaine 
Phelps have made available notes on Lummi. Elizabeth Bowman 

and William R. Seaburg have been good enough to check a 

number of Lummi forns for us during their own field work. 
The late Melville Jacobs (J) graciously made available his 
field notes on Lummi and Saanich. We are especially grateful 
to \'layne Suttles (S) for a number of discussions on the 
Straits picture generally, as well as for furnishing information 
on Sarnish and for providing a copy of " his field notes on Clallam. 
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Some forms in Songish are cited from Mitchell (1968)(N). 

Halkomelem forms are primarily from Elmendorf and Suttles 
1960; a few have been elicited in Cowichan by Efrat (E). 
Squamish forms are from Kuipers 1967, 1969. Puget Sound 
forms were kindly made available by Thomas ~I. Hess or are 
from the Thompsons I field notes. Many l'lords have been checked 
against Boas' comparative Salish vocabulary (ms. in the 
American Philosophical Society Library). Forms from other 
languages not yet mentioned and references to broader Salishan 
comparisons reflect a collaboration of the Thompsons with 
M. Dale Kinkade during the academic year 1971-72; sources 
represented in this paper are field notes as follows! Upper 
and Lower Chehalis, Columbian (Kinkade); Thompson (1\tlakapmx) 
(the Thompsons); Spokane (Barry F. Carlson); Coeur d'Alene 
(Clarence Sloat). In all cases orthography has been adapted 
to that used here. 

All Straits dialects have the following consonantal 
phonemes: voiceless (often aspirated) stops/affricates p t 
v w w? . /. , , 1 ~ , 'w 'w 
C q k q , glottallzed stops affrlcates p t n c q k q, 
spirants s i § , XW ~w h, resonants m n Y D w. (The voiceless 
velar stop k appears in loan words from outside Straits.) 
Clallam and Sooke have the lateral resonant 1 only in borrowed 
forms, but it is common in the other dialects. All dialects 
except Saanich have apicoalveolar affricates c c: c is common 
everY'"here; the unglottalized counterpart c is CODmon in 
Clallam and Samish, but has a severely limited distribution 
elsewhere. Saanich alone has interdental affricates and 
spirants! t 8 occurs in a fe,,, forms, but the glottalized 
counterpart ~,often simply a glottalized spirant, is wide
spread, as is the spirant 8. Vowels are discllssed in detail 
in the body of the paper; we should add here that long vowels 
are represented by doubling the vowel letter (e.g. aa). Each 
full word has one p~imary stress, repre~ented by an acute 
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accent over the vowel of that syllable (e.g. a); some longer 

words also have secondary stress, represented by a grave 

accent (e.g. ~). Other syllables are weak-stressed. 
Examples are presented as etymological sets of available 

cognates in the various dialects numbered consecutively for 
'convenient reference. Where only one gloss appears at the 
end it applies to all the forms cited. Where one or more forms 
have a different translation, it is noted directly after the 
form in question. (Some of these differences may later emerge 
as superficial idiosyncracies of translation.) 

A preliminary discussion of Lummi umlaut is presented in 
Thompson (1972). For treatment of Straits Salish structure, 
see Efrat (1969), Pidgeon (1970), Raffo (1972), and Thompson 
and Thompson (1971). Coverage of the culture is afforded by 
Barnett (1955) and particularly by Suttles ("1951); see these 
also for earlier references. 

We want in particular to thank the many Indian experts 
who have offered the extensive samples of their languages 
and for their patience and help in studying them. Clallam: 
J'.Irs. Amy Allen, JamestOlvn, Washington; Nrs. Annie Bennett, 
Elwha Reservation, Port Angeles, Washington; Mr. Ben George, 
Sr. (deceased), Port Madison Reservation, Poulsbo, Washington; 
Mr. Jacob Hall (deceased), Jamestown, Washington; Mrs. Martha 
.John, North Gamble Bay, Kings ton, Hashington; ;"1rs. Eli zabeth 
Prince, James town, Washington. LUr.lmi: Mrs. r·fartha Abbo tt 
(deceased), formerly of the Lummi Reservation, l-larietta, 
Washington, and of Seattle, Wash ington; r-Irs. Angeline Alexander, 
Lummi Reservation, Marietta, Washington; J-.lr. Aloysius Charles, 
Lummi Reservation, i-iarietta, Washington; Mrs. Annie Pierre, 
Nisqua11y Reservation, Nisqually, Washington. Songish: 
Mrs. Agnes George, Sooke Reserve, Sooke, B.C.; Mr. Edward 
Joe, Esquimalt Reserve, Esquimalta B.C.; Mrs. Sophie Mishea1 
(deceased), Songhees Reserve, Esquimalt, B.C. Sooke: Mrs. 
Josephine Hall, Seattle, Washington; Hrs. Cecilia Joe, 
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Esquirnalt Reserve, Esquirnalt, B.C. Saanich: Mrs. Edna 
Henry, Tsartlip Reserve, Brent,,,ood, B.C.; Hr. Christopher 
Paul, Tsartlip Reserve, Brent,.,ood, B.C.; ~1r. Philip Pelkey, 

East Saanich Reserve, B.C. 

2Some aspects of this problem are explored in Efrat 

(in press). 
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